Privacy Policy

Camp Aranzazu is committed to protecting the privacy of our website users and donors. This policy explains what types of information are collected by Camp Aranzazu and how the information is being used. We will not obtain personally identifying information about you when you visit our site unless you choose to provide such information to us.

What personally identifiable information is collected through Camp Aranzazu’s website, www.camparanzazu.org?

This policy is your guide to how Camp Aranzazu staff will handle information we learn about our website users. Personally identifiable information is only collected by users who volunteer that information through our newsletter sign-up, contact form, or donation portal.

Camp Aranzazu website users that sign-up for camp newsletters on www.camparanzazu.org provide us with contact information including an e-mail address. Providing such information is strictly voluntary. We may use this information for specific, limited purposes.

Camp Aranzazu website users who fill out a contact form on www.camparanzazu.org provide us with contact information including name, phone number, organization (if applicable), and e-mail address. We may use this information to respond personally to questions and concerns, provide information about upcoming events, and give updates on Camp Aranzazu.

We do not sell any personally identifiable information to any third-party or commercial entities.

What personally identifiable information is collected from our generous donors to Camp Aranzazu?

The donor information gathered from Camp Aranzazu generally includes the following information: name, phone number, addresses, email addresses, credit card information, information from donation made via check, and donation amounts. The information listed above is maintained in secure files and on a secure online fundraising software protected by passwords.

How can I opt-out of communication from Camp Aranzazu?

If you do not wish to receive further messages from Camp Aranzazu, you may always opt-out of future communications. If you choose to opt-out of communication with Camp Aranzazu, please send us an email to info@camparanzazu.org specifying the types of communication you do not wish to receive. Additionally, you can opt-out of our newsletters and emails by clicking unsubscribe to the bottom of our emailed invitations.

We invite our supporters and website visitors to check back periodically to view any future changes to our policies which might arise.
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